
DECK Léa
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87000 Limoges (FRANCE)
Tel: 06 75 00 45 76
lea.deck@gmail.com
French nationality, 21 years old

STUDY: Master (Fourth year of university, student in computer science )
TARGET: Succeed my master in computer science (security in computer science).

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
01/04/10 – 25/08/12 : Work in a discount store (Lidl) - student job
01/01/12 – 01/09/12 : Work in a clothes shop (Caroll) - replacement
01/09/08 – today : Teach math at home for people until the “Baccalauréat” 

  (2 years after the French high-school diploma).
work in progress : Working on a website for natural cosmetics homemade (www.beaute-bio.net).

  Only the French version is presently available.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Some examples to show you my way of programming (simple program I made for school):
→ language C : https://bitbucket.org/dla/machine-de-turing
→ language Java (Android) : https://bitbucket.org/dla/identicat
→ language html5, Css3, php, javascript (work in progress) : www.  beaute  -  bio  .  net  
My last programs are in progress, they will be later on-line.

LANGUAGES                                                                          
French : native language
English : good comprehension and expression
German (hochdeutsch) :  understanding, but expression a little bit rusty.

COMPUTING SKILLS                                             
Programming Languages :

JavaScript, CSS3, HTML5, XHTML, PHP, MySQL, Oracle, C, C++ (gcc, g++, clang), C++11, Bash 
(sh), PL/SQL, Java, Java Applet, JSP, UML, Python, Android, OOP (object oriented programming), 
doxygen.
My code is built to be easily understood and reusable through regular documentation.

Softwares :
Photoshop, Apache / PHP / MySQL, PHPMyAdmin, Adminer,  CodeBlocks, QTCreator, Subversion,
Git, Mercurial, SSH, SQL Developer (Oracle), Eclipse, Maven, Netbeans, scribus (creation of post).

Operating Systems : 
Windows XP / Vista / 7, Ubuntu 7.10 /... / 11.10, Xubuntu 12.10, Debian

Libraries : 
Qt, OpenGL, pThread, Spring MVC, Hibernate.

Protocols : 
SMTP, POP, IMAP, SSH, FTP, SFTP, HTTP

QUALITIES                                                                                                                                                           
Serious, meticulous, and able to adapt quickly to new working conditions (borned in a military family, 
I used to travel. France:Alsace,Lorraine,Bretagne ; Martinique:1 year ; Djibouti:1 year ; Gabon:3 
years, the best years of my life !).

INTEREST                                                                                                                                                             
Swimming, jogging, karate (Shotokan, 1er dan), walking, travelling, my boyfriend.
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